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Mystically in Season for Pisces
0-17 Degrees: You are in the mist of some deep psychological work. Uprooting, facing demons, and
understanding what it means to share and be intimate with your resources, body, and depths. This is a
time when you may realize the root of some power struggles in your life, when you need to put your
most daring face on as some of the toughest lessons about control, seduction, power, and resources
come in this phase of development. Not easy, but when you get out of the darkness and depths this
takes you to, you will have a totally new connection to your life-force. Things may seem to be
crumbling around you, but only what was never solid. The next phase will bring soaring dreams and
visions to a place of expansive growth. You just need to digest the darkest, murkiest spots in your life
before that can have the freedom it needs to see up and out. Stick in there, be brave, and face what
needs to be faced. Psychologists can be your best friend in helping you understand blocks right now.
17.3-30 Degrees: You have a new lease on life. Although you are in some darkness and may
experience moments of darkest hours, you are also seeing the brightest guiding lights right now.
Push your boundaries, believe in yourself, or something grand that keeps you looking toward the
stars, and go where you’ve never dared before. The sky’s the limit as long as you keep your feet
grounded. Find your focused aim, your big picture, and go for it. You will be out of your comfort
zone for sure, but this is what opens you to new opportunity, expanded perspective, and an elevated
life.
Uproot. Look up. Aim.
June 21 – July 21
This season brings your yearly cycle of connecting to your personal worth. Slow down, deepen into
your body where the senses come alive. Feel, touch, see, smell, and hear the beauty of summer
around you. How do these thing inspire you to mold your inner power and vision with form and
beauty? Feel the power of your voice, the optimism of your heart, and the stirrings in your creative
urges to touch and animalistically be one with nature and your own nature. Relax, luxuriate, and
embrace being embodied this season. This will strengthen your confidence for the big outer world
challenges you’re navigating.
Watch June 22nd-24th for the heart of this phase for you.

Oracle Draw for Pisces: Sunshine
This card is asking that you relax into your beautiful value this season. You have weathered storms,
seen into your depths, trudged up mud, and seen new hope and vision. It time to honor your work
with a little reward. This card says that you need to understand that karmic work has been put in, and
rewards or wins coming in this season are proof of that. You need to be gracious in receiving and
appropriating in order to signal to the universe that you are accepting of expansive luck, attracting
more of it. Open your heart, clear away some of your stormy views, put on your queen/king persona
and know that you deserve some luck to shine down. This is also a time to relax your expectation. To
lighten up and just play. Be as kind to yourself as you would be toward a dear friend. You do not need
to be anything but you. You are exactly perfect as you are right now. Shine in that fact.

